Datasite

Make better buy-side decisions, faster

for Buy-Side M&A

Tired of messy, overly-manual sell-side reviews? Luckily, there’s a better way. Find out how top buyers are
creating centralized, repeatable processes from the comfort of their own data room.

10,000+

transactions annually

390,000+

buy-side reviewers

24/7/365
in-house support

GDPR/CCPA
compliant

One Place For:

 Pipeline management
 Preliminary vetting
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 Take charge | Skip hours of checklist mapping by having the

 Bolster team communication | Avoid buy-side blunders.

 Premium service | A data room is only as good as the people

 Assess progress instantly | Don’t ever be in the dark

seller upload documents directly into your own VDR index.
Invite and permission team members to streamline internal
workflow. Leverage analytics to see how many documents
each workstream has reviewed.

supporting it. Experienced project managers are available for
every transaction at no additional charge – 24/7/365 and
fluent in up to 18 languages.

 Save time | Stop the hunting and clicking. Lean on AI-

Easily create and surface key due diligence findings. Embed
workstream trackers so nothing gets lost in the shuffle. Put
critical deal milestones front and center. Comment directly on
documents with @mentions and document linking.

 Due Diligence
 Post Merger Integration (PMI)
 Strategic Repository

Datasite Clients

again. Know where your review stands at-a-glance on our
buyside dashboard, so you can quickly action next steps.
View workstream findings by status and priority. See tracker
summaries, document updates, and comments in one place.

enabled auto-categorization, document previews, and in-app
document translation to sort through documents quickly.
Miss nothing with OCR search down to the character level.
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